A
ngle Park

Thursday 16th July 2020

Weather Condition: Fine
Track Condition: Good

Stewards | J. Jones, J. Evans, M. Herrmann, J. Carey.
Veterinary Surgeon | Dr. G. Moore
Late Scratchings | Nil

Race 1 | SENTRACK ON THE SEN APP STAKE 515m Grade 6
-On the first turn PETER LEE moved down checking YARINDALE then shortly after STRIKING SUCCESS checked around the heels of ADIOS MCLAREN. On the turn into the back straight ANGELO’S ENTITY checked around the heels of ADIOS MCLAREN then moved out checking SPRINGVALE ORTIZ. On the turn off the back straight ANGELO’S ENTITY moved out checking SPRINGVALE ORTIZ which then dropped back checking YARINDALE.

Race 2 | SKY RACING MAIDEN STAKE 515m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner ZINFANDEL OOMPA.
-Shortly after the start SPOFFORTH moved down checking HECKLE ME causing HECKLE ME to be turned sideways, then SPOFFORTH continued down contacting SPRINGVALE CHER causing SPOFFORTH to lose ground. On the first turn SPOFFORTH made contact with the running rail then HECKLE ME moved out checking BANJO RILEY causing HECKLE ME to be turned sideways. On the turn off the back straight SPRINGVALE CHER moved down checking FAKE FORCAST.
-SPOFFORTH was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 3 | BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES STAKE 515m Grade 6
-A swab sample was taken from the winner FANTASTIC SHELL.
-On the first turn FANTASTIC SHELL moved down checking THREATEN, CLASSIC MCLAREN and YOU RASCAL GIRL. On the turn into the back straight YOU RASCAL GIRL and CRIPPS DUSTY came together causing YOU RASCAL GIRL to lose ground. On the turn off the back straight FANTASTIC SHELL moved down checking CONNIE’S ENTITY. On the turn into the home straight CONNIE’S ENTITY and THREATEN bumped.
-YOU RASCAL GIRL was vetted after the race with no injury detected.
-FANTASTIC SHELL was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 4 | 2020 SA CHAMPION PUPPY HEAT 1 515m SE
-Approaching the winning post on the first occasion ZINFANDEL TORI moved down checking BANGOR SOPHIA. Along the back straight BANGOR SOPHIA moved out contacting SALT AND PEPPER causing both greyhounds to lose ground and BANGOR SOPHIA to be turned sideways. On the turn off the back straight QUINNISH ran onto the heels of ZINFANDEL TORI causing both greyhounds to lose ground.
-BANGOR SOPHIA was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 10 days.

Race 5 | 2020 SA CHAMPION PUPPY HEAT 2 515m SE
-On the first turn COORONG NUGGET moved out checking DAKOTA ROXY then shortly after COORONG NUGGET made contact with DAKOTA ROXY causing DAKOTA ROXY to stumble checking BANGOR LIZZY. COORONG NUGGET then continued out bumping DOUBLE VISION which then made contact with OAKVALE BLUE causing DOUBLE VISION to be turned sideways.
-DAKOTA ROXY was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 6 | 2020 SA CHAMPION PUPPY HEAT 3 515m SE
-Shortly after the start OAKVALE STYLE moved down checking STRATHMILL LASS. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 7 | GIDDY-UP OPEN STAKE 515m Open
-On the first turn SHADOW MIST moved down checking HOT SAMBUCA then COORONG LUCY moved out checking HOT SAMBUCA, LENNY THE JET and ASHBY MAYHEM. On the turn into the back straight HOT SAMBUCA moved out checking COORONG LUCY. On the turn into the home straight IT’S A RIOT and BUDDY GUY bumped.
-COOORONG LUCY was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days.

Race 8 | ACCELL THERAPY FREE FOR ALL 731m FFA
-There were no racing incidents to report.
Race 9  SECURE RACING LOGISTICS (N/P)  515m  Masters

-A swab sample was taken from the winner HESA MARLOW.
-Shortly after the start UP TIME GIRL moved out taking the run of VICTA CALEB. On the first turn OAKVALE WARRIOR moved out checking VICTA CALEB and WINLOCK HUDDY causing VICTA CALEB to lose considerable ground. On the turn into the back straight OAKVALE WARRIOR ran onto the heels of WINLOCK HUDDY causing both greyhounds to lose ground.

Race 10  KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY STAKE  515m  Grade 5

-OAKVALE ASTRO was slow to begin. On the first turn BOSS THREE FIFTY moved down checking HOT SPARTAN and MCLAREN ILLUSION then DANYO’S ROSIE moved down checking ZIPPING TED. Approaching the turn into the back straight DANYO’S ROSIE and BOSS THREE FIFTY bumped several times then ZIPPING TED and MCLAREN ILLUSION bumped.

Race 11  YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS. STAKE  515m  Grade 5

-On the first turn AMERICAN MAN moved out checking QUARA’S ZADE. On the turn into the back straight CORRYONG MCLAREN moved down checking LITTLE EARNER.

* Published subject to correction upon revision